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SIGNAL Home Assembly Sets
Model Q 2 Valves, £9/9/- .
Model R. Three Valves (Audio Freq.), £11/11/- .

Mod•I Phone Valve, £5/10/-.

Model S Three Valves (Radio Freq;), £11/11/-.

Model T. Four Valves (Radio Freq.), £13/13/·.

Make It Yourself.

T

HE SIGNAL HOME ASSEMBLY SETS are designed to meet all demands for complete
sets {less Batteries, Valves, Headphones and Aerials) ready to be assembled. Simply
constructed, and yet efficient. Each set contains all the parts necessary to construct the
set proper. All contained in an attractive oak cabinet, mission finish, with engraved Bakelite
panel all bored ready for mounting the parts.
INSTRUCTIONS .and a clear diagram make it very easy to assemble these sets.
BOYS, YOUNG and OLD, here you can 'k et all the thrill and satisfaction
of MAKING YOUR OWN, and ·SA VE HALF THE COST

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR "SIGNAL."
and if he has not yet stocked it write us.
D E A L E RS-

W R I T E

F O R

D I S C O U N T.

United Distributors Limited
(WHOLESALE)

28 Clarence Street, SYDNEY.
K••tl•a "Ba41o" wb.••

· 592 B011:rke Street, MELBOURNE.
Mmualeatliir . wt~ &b..U-.
0
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adiotoria.1~.
To the

Wireless Neophyte

~,,..-- UITE logically, we are going to presume in
this issue's Racliotorial that you have at last
become interested in Radio and that you
have really reached the state of mi:nd when
you calm your inward yearnings by whispering to yourself: ''Now, I must get that set next Friday
-a cheap one, of course, but I must get it. ' '

AGA!N: quite logically, we are goihg to pres'ume that
this is the first time that you have come ahoss our
rnagazine-a~tho1;1,gh that does not · at all necessarily
~ollow that it will be the last-quite to the contrary,
m fact! Very well, then, you are a beginner in Wireless filled with vague un-rest but confident that the
01:ly way in which you may regain your peace of :mind
will be by m~ans of ether-wafted words and song·. . Yon
have read this number of Radio and have come out of
the somewhat gruelling bout with your mind in a mild
haze, but with the Great Question firrnlv fixed in vour
brain : ' ' How do I begin 1''
•
, .·

THIS is where we will endeavour to help yo11, but,
first of all, we must decide what sort of a .N"eophyte
you are. Do you want to buy your set complete, or
do you want to buy the parts and put it together yourself?
IF your wallet is not exactly bursting at the seams
with Commonwealth bank notes start with
Crystal
Radio Receiving Set. So that there may be no mistake, we will remark it again: Start with a Crystal Radio
R eceiv·ing Set, and for the benefit of those virho may
not have heard us 011 the two previous occasions we. will
take this further opportunity of repeating 'ourselves
once more : S'rAR'l' WITH A CRYSTAL RADIO RE CEIVING SET! The reasons are, in a nut-shell, 'that
it is easy to make, easy to operate, easy to buy :'and easy
to keep up-the latter cost after construction a1nounting
to exactly nothing, for long before it has worn out you

a

will be well on the way to putting the final touches to
your Super-heterodyne-but that is another story.
THE crystal set requires no batteries and will not
operate a loud-speaker (a ·horn after tht: style of that
employed in the gramophone). To listen with it, ear'phones of a particular pattern are used; it is not advisable to try those attached to your ordinary house telephone! For purity of sound, that is, realism of the
words and music received, the crystal set has never been
surpassed. No, not even by the six and seven valve
set.
VERY well, then. Buy or build your crystal set and
let it teach you things-you will be surprised how
quickly it will !-learn all you can from it, so that when
you eventually come to the time when you sigh for somewhat better things in the way of one or more valve
sets, you will not face it with a total lack of knowledge of the laws and practices of Wireless-you will
know something about it.
IF you are wise, your next step will be to procure a
one-valve set. Again, do . not expect it to work a
loud-speaker. As a rule, a set with less than tht·ee
valves does not successfully operate one of these, although, in exceptional cases, as was reported in a recent
issue of Radio, an ordinary crystal set of the type known
as a Loose Coupler worked one, Hut that, of course, is
almost unheard-of. To get long distance stations, you
will need a set of five valves and all thes things cost
mon(y, while other essentials will be batteries. On the
other hand, if you can afford it, buy or make the best
you can. You will never regret it.
AND one last word. Never forge~ that wireless is like
a great many other things. To walk one has first to be
able to crawl-first crawl well and later you will be
able to walk all the better!

'l,HE Management of this Magazine would esteem it a courtesy if, when writing to Advertisers,
Readers would kindly mention ''Radio.,,
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Church Service
.Heard at Goulburn
QUT'l'l<J a unmber of radio rnthrn,i- a religious atmosphere to the proceedaRts in Goulburn (N.S.W.) Rat by ings, and was followed by the choir
their sets for several hours the other rendering the hymn, '' All People
evening upon the oc:casion of, the That On Earth Do Dwell.' ' The
broadcasting of a church service from rector, Rev. E. · Howard Lea, then
St. Mark's, . Darj ing Point, Sydney, read the State Governor, Sir Dudley
by 2FC, states the Goulburn Even- de Chair's, niessage, which was followed by '' God Save the King.'' The
ing Post. Amongst them was Mr. E.· reception of this item was particular~
Gould, who had a large gathering of ly good, as was also· another hymn,
friends at his home in Bradley Street which was sung immediately afterfor the occasion. Mr. Gould's set is
a four-valve one, operating an AmBEST BRITISH
plion loud-speaker, and from the moPOLISHED EBONITE SHEETS AND
PANELS; - Also R ODS and TUBES.
ment the first announcement was
Espeoially suitable for Wireless Work.
made at 7.30 p.m. until the close of
Trade only supplied.
the service the listeners were able
A. S. HARRISON & CO.,
5.7 Barrack Street, SYDNEY.
to follow every portion of it. The
'Phone: B 4574,
G .P.O•. Box 2591.
chiming of the church bells first gave

wards. 'rhe rector's sermon was followed with interest, the volume being
sufficient to make it audible throughout a large hall. Apai;t from the
novelty of '.' attending "a church service held simultaneously over 100
miles away, the demonstration proved :
the boundless possibilities . of . the
radiophone as a home educator and .
entertainer to those who are far removed from the big centres -of popu- '
lation. There is little doubt, the ·
writer corrcludes, 1t hat the radio
boom which swept over America a
few years back will soon grip Australia. Demonstrations such as that
given on Sunday night will pave the
way.

"BURGINPHONE" the Receiver with a Reputation! .
of'

Absolutely without equal for selectivity, long range and simplicity
operation. One
of the only three receivers permitted by the Minister for Education to be installed in·
schools.
Wave length range, 200-2000.
Model 1. Crystal Receiver, In beautifully
finished Maple Cabinet, complete with all
aerial equipment, headphones, etc. . . . ..
Model 5. Sing le Valve Regenerative Receiver,
finished
in
double - decker polished
Mahogany Cabinet, complete with headphones and all accessories . .
..

Model 6. Two-Valve Regenerativo Receiver,
in double - decker polished Mahogany
Cabinet, complete with headphones and all
accessories
..

Model 7. Three-Valve Regenerative Receiver,
in double - decker polished Mahogany
Cabinet, complete with headphones and all
accessories

£57 / 10/-

£27/10/-

Model 8. Four-Valve Receiver, in double~cker polis ed Mahogany Cabinet, complete with headphones and all accessories

£72/-/-

£42/10/-

Model 9. Five-Valve Receiver,. in doubledecker polished Mahogany Cabinet, complete with headphones a nd all accessories

£85/-/-

£10/10/-

Burgin Electric Company Ltd.
WIRELESS ENGINEERS AND SUPPLIERS.

Showrooms· and Sales Dept.~ 1st Floor, Callaghan House,· 391 George St., Sydney·
01
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The Broadcasting of the Operas
ON the evenings of September 3 and
4 and the matinee of September 5,
Grand Opera was broadcast :rrom
Her Majesty's Theatre, Sydney, by
Messrs. Farmer and Company's
broadcasting service at 2FC. It is
hardly necessary to add that this innovation proved to be a stupendous
success, and if .there are to be any
lingering regrets about it, it is the
fact that it was not done before.
On the first night "Il Barbiere"
was cast into the ether in its entirety, while on the subsequent evening and matinee listeners-in in some
of the farthermost parts of the Commonwealth heard every note of" The
Tales of Hoffman'' and also the various portions of "I Pagliacci,"

'' Aida, '' '' Rigolletto '' and ' 'Lucia
di Lammermoor. ''
Farmer and Company mad(\ elaborate arrangements for the cai~rying
out of the broadcasting and a small
microphone was fitted to the . front
of the stage inside the footFghts.
This was connected to a speci~l collecting panel installed in the;:. basement. From here the musii:· and
voices were amplified and transmit ted to the studio. There again, it
was "stepped-up" and sent to the
Willoughby station, where it was
disseminated. With the aid of a
listening-in set at 2FC this traiismission was carefully checked, althpugh
this was hardly necessary, as every
word of the songs was clearly aud-

•

ible, as well as the applause and the
cheers of the audience.
Of the many listeners who invited ·
numbers of friends to their houses to
hear the. operas broadcast was Mr.
E. T. Fisk, of Vaucluse, who related
ho.y on one occasion Miss Gladys
Moncrieff, who was singing at the
time at. the same th"atr.e, was heard
by a man on a shiv situated just off
Honolulu, while similar reports of
satisfactory reception were received
from as far away as Kansas City,
U.S.A.
It will be interesting to learn
how far were heard on this last occasion the voices of the greatest
opera company that has ever visited
these shore~.

Avoidance of Panel Surface Leakage
By BRAINARD FOOTE (Radio Engineer) .
WHETHER or not a radio panel
. should have a highly polished
surface or be given a dull finish has
in the past been more or less a matter of taste. Some experimenters
didn't care for a lustrous, satin-like
surface, and, accordingly, roughened
it with fine sandpaper or pumicestone, and rubbed a little oil in when
the roughening procesSi was completed.
Is this good practice? No, far
from it! The manufacturers of
Radion, for instance, have taken
particular pains to provi9-e a surface of mirror-like smoothness :for
their panels, and to finish both side::;

of a panel in the same manner. While ·
it is true that Radion 's surface is
handsome, the high polish is intended to insure a permanently high
surface resistance.
When the builder of a set dulls
the panel's finish, he very greatly increases the surface area and provides many tiny cavities for the
lodgment of dirt and grime. And
when he finishes the dulling process
with an oil rub-down, he is in reality
doing his best to assist dust particles
floating in the air to settle
the
panel and fill the small pockets he
has already placed there. Moisture

oil

also can collect in the pores of a
roughened surface and dust may
dissolve in it, forming .a n attractive
path from. one binding post to another for rii,dio frequency current to
follow.
Hence BOTH front and rear surfaces of one's panel should have a
high polish which never requires oil
for "beauty" purposes. Sub-panels,
as well, should have flawless surfaces, as well as any other material
upon which sockets or tuning instruments are to be mounted, if. one is
going to be consistent and apply the
· principle · of '' A chain is no stronger
.than its weakest link.''

Sacrystal
AN advertising announcement which
should prove of particular interest to all Wireless experimenters and
listeners-in who use crystal detectors
in their sets appears on page 325 of
this issue of Ra<WJ.
It com;ierns a Molybdenite crystal
called Sacrystal, which is taken from
the New South Wales mines of Miss
P. Sachs, of Randwick, Sydney. Thus,
it is a local prodµct, and for no other
reasop than that should be supported
but it P.l}& f11,r more r,lgim!.l t9 ~eriow'i

consideration as a first-class mineral
detector.
Miss Sachs has in her possession a
large number of letters from comp_etent Australian and foreign authorities who tested Sacrystal; and
all of them refer to it in the most
enthusiastic terms.
In aspect it is entirely ·distinctive
having the appearance of, for all the
world, as though it were flakes of
lead foil, while permanent sensitivity
is claimed for it and there are no
"Q~!}g" spots, H t.::J int~r!.l~ting to

relate that had it not been for Mr. H.
Payne, of The Australasian Wireless
Review, it is likely that Miss Sachs
would never have known that this
mineral would form such a splendid
detector for wireless apparatus. He
it was who first investigated its pos,sibilities, and to him is due in no
littlf measure the popularity and reputation it enjoys to-day.
S1tcrystal is obtainable at all the
leading wireless supplies stores, and
is sold 1tt tli~ ~mall :price 9f l/6 11
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FALLON CONDENSERS

·

. . 1111

1i11

llil

We have pleasure in announcing that we have been appointed

!Ill

the Sole Agents in Australasia for the Fallon Condenser Company

Iii!
!Iii

of London.

··

Iii!

A market is assured for these well-known high-class condensers.

iili

1111

We have stocks on hand and arriving.

:1·1:1

business when your customers ask if you can recommend a good ,

Do not turn away good --

~'t\
_llil

1

:-:

condenser at a reasonable price.

:•:

1111

We invite applications from first-class firms who are in a position

1111

to act as Sole Distributors in each State for Fallon's products.

Im

X
1111

X

ii
X
1111

X
1111
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X

X

The W estralian , Farmers 'Limited ~
569 WELLINGTON STREET, PERTH.
Cable and Telegraphic . Address:

"WESFARMERS, PERTH."

X
l~I

X
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''RADION''

the Supreme Insulation
for Your radio receiving set
When you build your receiving set you want to use ahsoluteJy the best
insulating material that you can get. Nothing else is quite so important. The tone and audibility of the entire set depend to a great
measure upon the insulation.
·
Radion has proved to he the supreme wireless insulation. It is made
solely for radio work and far excels any other material in the four
main Radio essentials namely:
1. Low Angle Phase Difference
2. Low Dielectric Contant

3. High Resistivity
4. Low Absorption of Moisture.

Radion also has a fifth very important characteristic-its workability.
Even the amateur with ordinary house tools can saw, drill and otherwise work Radion Panels without the slightest danger of their chipping
or cracking.
Radion Panels and Parts (dials, knobs, sockets, insulators, etc.) will
greatly improve your radio set. Don' t be satisfied with inferior sub- ·
stitutes when you can get genuine Radion.
Look for the trade mark stamped on every piece.

International Radio Co., Ltd.,
91-92 Courtenay PI., Wellington, N. Z.
127 York Street, Sydney, N. S. W•

- a

•
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ERITS of portable receivers
have long been recognized,
but a serious disadvantage was demonstrated at
the Radio Section of the
recent Paris Fair, relates the Wireless World. Dr. Titus Konteshweller,
who had been advertising his portable set at the Fair, happened to leave
his stand for a few moments, and on
his return discovered that the extreme
portability of the set had been taken
advantage of. The thief has not yet
been discovered.

1YA

has recently been carrying out
tests in connection with broadcasting the orchestra from the Lyric Picture Theatre, which is situated .a
short distance away. A microphone
is placed 45 ft. away from the orchestra and the music is then stepped
up through a six-stage amplifier. Very
good results have been obtained so
far, and it only needs a little more
adjustment to make the transmission
perfeet.
THE prize radio drama, '' A Million
Casks of Pronto, '' recently produced by WGY, the Schenectady
station of the General Electric Company, will soon be given by the KGO
Players, under ·the direction of W ilda
Wilson Church. This play, in a prologue and two acts, was written by
Miss Agnes Miller, of New York, and
was adjudged the best of three hundred manuscripts submitted to · W GY
in a play competition. Miss Miller
received a prize of £100. Elaborate
arrangements are being made in the
KGO studios to give the play a creditable production. The cast has been
car efully selected and special sound
devices are being- developed to convey
atmosphere for the performance. Miss
Miller is a graduate of Barnard College, New York City, and served for
eighteen months . dur ing the war in ,_

}ste~\n~
the United States Naval Reserve. She
was employed in the foreign language
censorship department, and her experience in handling of cod.e messages
in many different languages gave -her
the ground work for the story, "A
Million Casks of Pronto.' '

2FC
BROADCASTING

TIMES.

Sydney Mean Time.
Wave Length : 1100 metres.
Midday Session:
12.55 Tune in to the Studio Chimes.
12.58 T ime Signals from Farmer' s· Master
Clock (Sydney Observatory Time),
Coastal Farmers' Market Reports,
Stock Exchani:e Intelli&'ence, Weather New&, "Sydney Mornlne Herald"
news and cable service, "Evening
News" midday news bulletin.
1. 15 Close down.
Afternoon Session:
3.30 Studio Chimes.
3.33 Musical procramme by Farmer's Or·
ches tra broadcaot direct f rom Farmer's Oak Luncheon H all. Numbero
w !ll be played at intern!• to 4.46.
4.45 Stock Exchange, weather, afternoon
news.
Early Evening Seuion:
6.30 Stndlo Ohime1.
6.33 Children's Hour.
7.0 Dalgety•,s Market Report., Fruit and
Vegetable Markets, Stock Exchange,
Late News.
7.15 Close down.

N:t
10.0

Srission :

Entertainment.
See !lot hereunder.

EVENING ENTERTAilUIENT.
As far ao possible the tollowlnc ochedule
Is adhered to:Monday :
Theatre Night.
Tuesday :
Popular Concert
Wednesday : Jazz Night. ·
Thursday :
Ola&sical Night.
Friday :
Popular Concert.
Satur day :
Choral and popular number•.

WHETHER radio waves could even
carry the atmosphere of the play
has long been doubted by the sceptical. But, according to Howard_ I.
Milholland, studio manager of KGO,
the General E lectric Station, their
mail indicates that both kinds of atmospher e ma;v be gelivered by r aqio,

'' I want to tell you, ' ' writes Emma
F . Rucker, of Piedmond, California,
"that I listened in to your . play,
'Seven Keys to Baldpate,' and found
myself shivering, so realistic was the
wind whistling around the old Inn
out on . the mountain side. And before I thought, I requested t he maid
to bring me a shawl, much to the
amusement of the family. ''
And
here's the admission that the atmosphere of the play ' ' got over '' also.
"I suppose that in radio drama the
quality of the voice is a very important £actor, '' continues Miss Rucker.
"Mary 's voice sounded particularly
right for the character . I found that
I was able to pictur e her quite
readily, and when she was talking I
found myself getting t he atmosphere
of the play ."

AN interesting log is that belonging
to Mr. J. Worthington, of Byron
Avenue, Takapuna, Auckland. This
experimenter has been successful in
picking up over 300 American ama~
teurs and also several 0£ t he most
prominent
broadcasting
stations
there. The amateurs received are
scattered all over U.S.A. and are most
prominent in Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
Districts and cover all sizes of transmitters from 5 to 20 watts. All the
above work is done on a three coil ·
circuit using Detector only, and when
two stages of audio ar e added, the
majority of the signals can be heard
100 yards from the loud;speaker. As
soon as t he power is available in Takapuna, Mr . W orthington will install a
transmitter.

MR.

R U SSELL WHI'l'E, of l AO, reports
t h at the s ig n a ls f r om his a m a t e u r
Tra n smit ting s tation h ave been heard a s
f ar away a s A m erica, a letter t o t hat effect
h aving been receiv ed f rom l:\n All}efi 9;:J IJ
g.m ~t e ur. 9FFV,
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Crystal Valve ReceiversVarious Combinations
How to Make and Use Them
ANY experimenters and listeners having started off
with a crystal receiver are
now anxious to add to it
and increase the strength
of signals. Splendid results are bring
obtained with crystal receivers, in
many cases they are working three
and four sets of 'phones. As a result
it is sometimes thought that by purchasing a loud-speaker that the crystal receiver will work it, but such is
not the case. There is only one method of working a loud-speaker off a
receiver employing a crystal detector
and that is to use an amplifying valve
in conjunction with it.
The valve may be used as either a
radio frequency or an audio £re-

quency amplifier. In the former case
it will amplify the incoming signals
before rectification by the crystal and
in the latter case the rectified signals
will be amplified.
Figure 1 shows a Crystal-Valve circuit employing the valve as a radio
frequency amplifier and the Crystal
as detector.
Figure 2 shows another - CrystalValve circuit with the Crystal as detector and the valve as an audio frequency amplifier.
Both the above diagrams show, for
the sake of simplicity, single :iircnit
receivers using honeycomb coils and
variable condensers for tuning. It
should be understood, however, that
anyone using a single slide tuning

coil or a loose coupler can add a
valve as amplifier to their crystal
receiver.
To assemble a set similar to that
shown in Figure 1, it will first of all
be necessary to have the following material:·
3 Honeycomb coils ( the number of
turns depending on the staticr1s
it is desi,red to receive ).
3 Variable Condensers .0005 mfd.
capacity.
1 Valve Holder.
1 Valve.
1 Filament Rheostat.
1 '' A' ' Battery.
1 ' ' B '' Battery.
1 Crystal Detector.
1 .001 mfd Fixed Condenser.

..
The Vital Parts of your Set are Valves and Headphones
WE SPECIALISE IN THESE TWO LINES.
--FOR INSTANCE:

We make a Special Carton for. sending Valves to the co·u11fry~
It is almost impossible for the postal people to break a valve
packed in this carton.

The New Pri~es of Val~es.
PHILLIPS, D1, D2 and E
MARCONI, R
MULLARD
DE FOREST
RADIOTRON

18/ 6
19/-19/ 35/ 35/ -

Headphones of High Quality that we Stock.
PEERLESS, 2000 ohm
..
TRIMM, 2000 ohm
TRIMM, 3000 ohm
.. ..
.. ..
RED ~
-the Aristocrat of all Headphones

32/ 6
32/ 6
45/-

50/-

WE HAVE ALL OTHER BRANDS.

RADIO 'HOUSE,

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST.

619 George Street, Sydney ·
THE

QUALITY

, Mention "Radi0" when communtcatlnc wttb adTertl-.n.
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FIGURE 1.
Showing a Crystal-Valve Receiver, using the Valve as a Radio Frequency Amplifier and the Crystal as a Detector.
dotted lines indicate the wiring connections.

1 Pair 'l'elephone Receivers, or a
loud-speaker.
'l'he above apparatus should be co1inected up as shown in diagram. The
gear can be mounted on either a base
or panel and it will present quite a
good appearance.
This receiver, one stage of radio
frequency amplification and Cry~tal
Detector, will give quite good results,
and within twenty miles of a broadcasting station should work a loudspeaker.
It should be understood

that over 'onger distances ,it will
work well but do not expect loudspeaker results. Quite good results
will be obtained on headphones.
To assemble the crystal-valve receiver shown in Figure 2, which depicts a crystal as detector and a valve
as an audio frequency amplifier,
secure the component parts listed
hereundei; ;,-1 Honeycomb Coil (number of
turns depending on the stations
it is desired to receive).

The

1 Variable Condenser .0005 mfd .
capacity.
1 Crystal Detector.
1 Audio Frequency 'l'ransforrner.
1 Valve Holder.
1 Valve.
1 Filament Rheostat.
1 "A" Battery.
1 "B" Battery.
1 Pair of Headphones or a Loudspeaker.

Hon<Lycomb

Cool

I

'

/

· Ef Battery
FJGU RE 2.
Another Crystal-Valve Receiver. In this case the Crystal is u·sed as Detector and the Valve as an Audio Frequency Amplifier.
Wiring connections are also indicated by dotted lines. If it is desired to use a Loud-speaker, same should be connected
where headphones are shown in both this and l'"igure 1. ·
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The necessary parts can be obtained at almost any radio shop and we
specially recommend readers to
peruse the advertisements appearing
in this paper for information about
prices, etc.
When communicating
with adv:ertisers you are asked to
mention the fact that you saw their
announcement in Radio.

1ft'

IH

Figures 3 and 4 show two other
methods of using crystal and valve
in one r eceiver. The captions under
the diagrams are self explanatory..

L-T

Readers requiring any further data
or information about any of the receivers /referred to in this articie
should write to the Editor of Radio,
Box 2516, G.P.O., Sydney, and all
information will be mailed free of
charge.

-----------------0+
FIGURE 3.
One Stage of Radio Frequency Amplification with Crystal Detector. The coils
B, C, and D may be all the one, va.lue dependent on the wave-len!jth it is
desired to receive. Coil A will vary according to the size of aerial used.

'l'he above material should be
mounted on either a base or a panel
and connected up as shown in diagram Figure 2.
This receiver known as a crystal
detector and a one stage audio frequency amplifier will give similar results to the one previously described.
No doubt the circuit shown in
Figure 2 will he the most popular because it will fit in with crystal receiving sets now illl use.
The audio frequency amplifier can
be added to any crystal receiving set
whether the tuning element be a single or double slide tuning coil or a
loose coupler. All that is necessary
is to connect the primary side of the
audio frequency transformer to the
'phone terminals of your present receiver and the rest of the connections
as shown from the transformer on in
Figure 2.

H·T -

FIGU'RE 4.
A Valve and Crystal combination. mak,j,ng use of regeneration•. This. is a three
coil circuit on ,the reflex pr inciple, the valve act in g as both a r,adio and audio
frequency amplifier. •The high frequency oscillations in the tuned anode are
. rectified by the crystal and the I.ow frequency component passes through the
prima ry of the Low Frequency Transformer. Both Ra,dio and Audio freq·uency
regeneration is availed of.

RADIO SETS
AllE OBTAINAllLE AT -

SWAINS,

LOWEST PRICES -

REQUISITES
FROM

11 9a and 123 Pitt St., Sydney
A FEW DOORS FROM THE G.P.O.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS, from 30/·, Operative up to 25 miles
from Sydney.
ONE-VALVE RECEIVIN<t SETS, from £5/ 10/·, Operat!Te lip to 100
mile• from Sydney,
TWO, and UP: TO· SIX VALVE, from £28, Operative up to 5,000 miles
from Sydney.
To INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY of YOUR CRYSTAL SET BUY OUR
ONE-VALVE AMPLIFIElt-Ready to connect u-Price £7/7/-; or the
TWO-VALVE AlitPLIFIER-whlch will operate a. Loud SpeakerPrice f;l0/10/-,

,4fi!:

- W E SELLTHE FAMOUS FROST FITTINGS, all makes of 'Phones a.nd Loud
Speakers - THE UNITE_D DISTRIBUTORS, LTD., HOME ASSEMBLY
SETS and RADIOVOX SETS THE STERLING SETS, Loud
Speakers and Phones GALENA, ZINCITE, BORNITE, MOLYBDENITE, I R ON PYRITES, AUSTRALITE CRYSTALS,

Mention "Radio" when communicating with advertisera.
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Highlights of Radio· Broadcasting
Radio Engineering and Phonograph Engineering
By Dr. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, B.S., Phd., Fellow I.R.E.,
Chief Broadcast Engineer, Radio Corporation of America
(Special to "Radio .")

.

NGINEERING forever
widens its scope, and new
fields which are at first
developed by a hit-or-miss
method gradually become
the subject of orderly and rapid de-

conditions, the debt owed to engineering becomes evident and the possibilities of the future are seen to be
even more attractive.
Up to the present the acoustic problems in the production of desired

- ~-J
Radiola IX. for phonographs- front and side views, sh owing extreme thinness.

velopment by skilled engineers. No sounds have been very similar for the
devices more fully illustrate this evo- radio receiver and the phonograph.
lution from chance trials to system- Each uses a small vibrating sheet or
atic technical improvement than those diaphragm to produce the sounds. In
two related instruments : the radio the case of the phonograph, the diareceiver and the phonograph. The phragm is generally a circular piece
nature of the music originally put out of mica mounted in the reproducing
by phonographs, and later by the head of the phonograph and vibrated
first radio loud-speakers, ''designed ' ' by mechanical connection to the
by a wild guess, is too notorious to needle resting on the record. In the
require comment. When it is con- -case of the Tadio loud-speaker, an iron
trasted with the superb effects -which diaphragm ( or one of other suitable
.can be obtained to-day under suitable material) is vibrated electro-magneti-

cally through the agency of currents
which are produced by the 'radio receiver and its amplifier. The defects
of such diaphragm systems may be
very serious unless every feature of
the dimensions, mounting, and control of the diaphragm is thoroughly
understood and accurately worked
out. The sound p~oduced, by the
diaphragm in each case passes
through and is modified by a horn,
and here again is ample opportunity
for bad or good design and objectionable or good results. The material of
the horn, its size, shape, and mode of
attachment are all of importance, and
require careful study and experimentation to get the best results. The
radio receiver has the best of thP,
problem, in one way, because one can,
after all, increase the amount of
available power for vibrating the
diaphragm as much as may be desired by radiotron amplifiei;-s, whP,pas the power obtainable from a neerlJc
riding in the groove of the phonograph record is strictly limited. Each
field has found its own acceptable
solutions, and satisfactory results are
now being obtained.
The output of a phonograph and
that of a radio receiver are not so
much alike, nor so competitive, as is
sometimes believed to be the case. A
phonograph record is, of course, a
reasonably permanent article. Even
if the record is worn out, it can be
replaced by the purchase of a duplicate. It represents the result of a
consl.derable number of rehearsals of
the artist, and may fairly be assumed
to be the best recording possible of
the particular selection. The broadcast performance is, generally speaking, final-that is, if it is not quite
what the broadcaster desired, it can
nevertheless not be recalled or modiAnd, as a general rule, it is
fied.
heard once, and is not available for
indefinite repetition. A phonograph
(Continued on page 318.) .
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New Joys zn Radio!
With the new COL - MO RADIO RECEIVERS, with their
simplicity and their tremendous advance in clear reception, a
hundred thousand more families will soon be tuning in.
Selectivity so sharp that you can pick up the programs of any
Australian Broadcasting Station. Simplicity so perfect that any
beginner can get the distant stations - quickly - easily!

The Col-Mo Radio Receiver
complete with Five Valves, as illustrated, and AMPLION LOUD
SPEAKER.
Cost only

£65

Or the Col - Mo Radio Receiver
similar to the above, but having
only Three Valves, and complete
w i t h Amplion Loud
Speaker. Cost only ..

£4 o

OUR GUARANTEE.
The above se,t s carry the full Col - Mo
guarantee of Money Refunded if any set does
not pick up the Sydney Broadcasting Stations
within a radius of 500 Miles.

Tune in!

Turn the knob and pick your program -

all clear -

loud -

and real, with a

COL-MO RECEIVING SET.
Country Residents should POST THEIR RADIO
ORDERS. Every Request has careful and personal
attention.
Expert advice given to all clients.

COLVILLE
WIRELESS

10 Rowe Street

-

SUPPLIES

MOORE ·
LIMITED

(Next to Hotel Australia) · Sydney

Mention "Radio" when communicating with advertisera.
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( Continued from page 316.)
record can also give the auditor music
or speech from persons who are unavailable at the time, either through
absence or death.
The broadcaster
must confine himself to personalities
and performances of the present unless he, too, uses records for his '' raw
material'' for broadcasting. Unless
•one has a great number of broadcasting station programmes at his

"RADIO"
with all the timeliness and personal
interest which attaches to it. It can
carry to the radio audience the words
of the greatest statesmen or leaders
in other fields of activity at the instant they are spoken, and with all
the delicate individual touches which
make such speeches so interesting.
This is not possible of achievement
in the form of a permanent record,
the psychology of the response to the

September 17, 1924.
cords would be prohibitive even if,
indeed, it were not frequently impossible to assemble the desired programme in the form of records . The
continuity of the performance of a
play or opera is not disturbed in
radio br0adcasting, and it is an admirable means of bringing the most
recent artists before the entire public
and probably before their efforts have
been in part stabilized in record form .
The recent rapid development of the
radio drama and of political broadcasting indicates other fields which
will in all likelihood remain exclusive
to radio. The romance of radio is
replaceable in no other way. Through
the miles of darkness, ·carried by no
visible force, come the concerts and
speeches which entertain and instruct
the radio listeners. There is and must
always be a thrill in the knowledge
that an annihilator of space has been
placed at the disposal of mankin.j_
Men have always felt the cramping
limitation of their own slow capabilities of travel. The task of carrying
oneself to a distant city is sufficiently
trying to make it~ elimination by
radio a permanent and stable human
asset.

It is, therefore, logical to expect
that radio and the phonograph will
be, to some extent, mutually supplementary. Each will supply its quota
of enjoyment in its own way and utilize its own capabilities to the full.
The combination of the two fields of
endeavour is, in fact, rapidly proceeding in certain technical directions.
The first of the accompanying photographs shows a radio receiver capable
of inclusion in the lid of ce;rtain
vertical phonographs, or capable of
installation in a suitable part of certain console phonographs. The most
noticeable and unusual feature of this
receiver is its careful adaptation to
phonograph requirements, and in
A combined Radiola and phonograph.
particular its extreme thinness. The
choice, the phonograph will be more record being quite different from tha: space volume of such a receiver is
likely to furnish just the type of of the reaction to the actual broadcast only ten or fifteen per cent. of that
music which is wanted at the very speech. Broadcasting can carry the of the usual equivalent separate remoment it is desired, always assuming best concert being given in a group ceivers, and every resource in design
that the user is financially very so1- of cities within reasonable distance has been utilised to produce so unvent and willing to purchase the as- from each other, to all residents of usual a result. The average thicksortment of records required for his the great area . surrounding these ness of the receiver is less than one
desired range of entertainment.
cities, and at the very instant that inch. While, possibly, entirely exThe capabilities of the radio re- the concert takes place. It can give · perimental hand-made receivers have
ceiver are unique in a number of performances lasting for many hours, been made as thin as this, it must
respects. Au important speech is to wher'e the, trouble and 1expense of be remembered that the form shown
be delivered on a given evening. It gathering approximately the equiva- is capable of quantity production in
can reacb. a minion homes by radio,
lent entertainment in phonograph re( Continued on page 325.)
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The NAME to know in RADIO

WILES Wonderful Wireless
and Electrical Stores
60-62 GOULBURN ST.

384 PITT ST.

( I door from Pitt St.)
S A M E

(Near Goulburn St.)

Q U A L I T V.

SAM E

PRICE.

23 PITT ST.
( Circular Quay)

S A M E

S E R V I C E.

Construct your own Broadcast Receiving Set.
We supply complete building instructions with each order.

LOOSE COUPLER CRYSTAL SET,

COMPLETE PARTS of the Famous S.T.

150 to 1200 Meters.
s. d.
0 1 0
0 2 6

£

1 pair Cardboard Tubes
1 Set Maple Ends
1 Maple Base Board ..
8 ozs. 24 Enamel Wire
1 N.P. Slider and Bar . .
10 N.P. Contact Studs
2 N.P. Switch Stops . .
1 N.P. Inductance Switch
1 piece Ebonite
1 N.P. Detector Unit . .
1 Guaranteed Crystal ..
1 Each Aerial and Earth Terminals
2 Extra Phone Terminals
1 Phone Condenser
2 Secondary Rods
1 Slider Support . .
1 yard Flexible
..
Aerial Equipment '

0

3

0

0
0
0

2
1
1

1
6
0

0 0 4
0
0

2
1

0
6

0 3 3
0

1

0

0

0

8

0 0 8
0
0

0
1

9
6

0
0

0
7

3
5

£1 10

9

0 0 4

100 Set for Home Construction. .
1 9 x 7 x t\r Ebonite ..
1 2-Coil Mounting
.. .. ..
2 .0005 Nutmeg Variable Condenser at 18/6 each
2 Nutmeg Audio Transformers at 25/- each
1 100,000 ohm Leak and Clip
1 .002 Fixed Condenser
1 .001 Fixed Condenser
2 Valve Holders . .
2 Ediswan Valves
1 4 v., 40 Amp. Accumulator
2 42-Volt B. Batteries ..
1 Crystal Detector Unit
1 Te,sted Crystal ..
2 6 ohm Rheostats
2 Condenser Di'als
.. .. .. .. ..
4 Mounted H.C. Coils, coveri'ng 150-3000 meters
Headphones and Loud Speaker, as selected.
SEE PRICE LIST

0
0
1
2

5 3
17 6
17 0
10 0

0 3 0
0 1 0
0 0 9
0 3 0
1 15

2 2

0

O

1 5 0
0 3 9
0 1 6
0 7 0

0 4 0
1 11

£13

6

0

9

PARTS FOR I-STAGE AMPLIFIER,

LOUD SPEAKERS.

to Connect to your Crystal Set, in order to
use a Loud Speaker.
£
s . d.

Grodan Hor.n without unit
1 10 0
Western Electric type 4003
2 19' 6
Clear-tone type Baby ..
3 10 0
Sterling type Baby
4 15 0
Brown type Baby
5 0 0
Amplion Gramophone attachment
4 0 0
Amplion Junior De Luxe ..
5 0 0
Amplion Dragon ..
8 0 0
Puravox
8 . 10 0
Amplion Senior De Luxe ....
6 12 6
Amplion Junior
4 0 0
Amplion Master Music
9 0 0
Amplion Portable Folding
9 10 0
Manhatten Adjustable
8 0 0
T.M.C. Adjustable
9 0 0
Magnavox type M1
8 0 0
Magnavox type M4
10 10 O
Sterling Audiovox, Black Enamel
9 0 0
Sterling Audiovox, Floral
9 10 0
Sterling Audiovox, Black and Gold
9 15 0
Complete Stocks of all the be,s t makes of Headphones.

1
1
1
1

Ebonite Panel
Valve Holder
Rheostat
Transformer
8 Terminals
Panel Wire and Solder
1 Amplifying Valve
1 Polished Maple Cabinet
1 A Battery
1 B Battery

O 2

0
O 1 6
O 4 9
1 5 0
O 2 8
O O 7

1 15 0
0
0
6

O 10
O 6
O 12

£5 0 0
Complete Parts for 2 Stage Amplifier, giving double
the amplification of a one-valve, £8/9/6.
Complete Broadcast Receiving Sets and all parts for Home Construction. Our New Price List R5 is now being published. Mnil us your
name and address for lis! to be forwarded immediately they arrive
from the Printer.

OUR GUARANTEE.

It Is our Intention that every article in this list shall be truthfully described.
everything you buy from us to be satisfactory to you in every detail.

Therefore we guarantee

You take no r isk whatev~r in sending us your order, for unless you are completely satisfied with the goods and your saving, you may send
back everything you buy from us and we will promptly return your money and all transportation charges you have paid.

Please address all communicatio.ns to our Head Office, 60-62 Goulburn Street.

W. HARRY WILES
RADIO

AND

EL E CTR IC AL

S UPP LIES.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS.
~
....525c.52Si

Keutloa "Radio" when communlcatlnc with adTertl1ero,
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Famous -FROST ·Parts

"LIKE POSTAGE STAMPS----- - - - - - U S E D EVERYWHERE"

The Most Complete Line of (~uaranteed Quality Radio Parts
ever offered

•

Ill

Australia

One Price all ·Dealers
FROST SOCKETS.

FROST JACKS AND PLUGS.

618
SINGLE SHOCK ABSORBER SOCKET, for Standard Valves
. . 6/3
617 SINGLE SHOCK ABSORBER SOC,KE T , for UV199 and C299 . . . . 6/3
(All above sockets are made of Bakelite and have sponge rubber cushions.)
612 BAKELITE SOCKET, for C299 a nd UV199 Valves
5/·
100 BAKELITE SOCKETS for Standard Valves . .
5/·
619 3 GANG SHOCK ABSORBER SOCKET, for Standard Valves . .
24/6
616 3 GANG SHOCK ABSORBER SOCKET; for UV199 , C299
24/6

NICKEL-PLATED, FORMICA INSULATION, NICKELLED SILVER
COMPACT SPRINGS,
PURE
SILVER
CONTACT
POINTS.

FROST RADIO.
No. 618, Eakelite Sponge Shock Absorber
Socket, Standard base, pa.nel or ta.;h 1nounting
. .. ... . .. . .. .. .. . ... . .. . ...... . . 6/3
For 199 Tube .·.. . ........ ..·............ 6/ 3
For those who wish a compact gang of three
Shock-Absorber Sockets. The construction is
identic~l with our separate sockets, except
for baoe.
For panel or table mounting.

FROST RHEOSTATS AND POTENTIOMETERS
COMPLETE WITH TAPERED BLACK BAKELITE KNOBS, METAL
PARTS HIGHLY NICKELLED, KNURLED TERMINALS, TECHNICALLY
PERFECT.
650 RHEOSTAT, 6 ohm (Maroon Bakelite)
7/ 3
651 RHEOSTAT, 6 ohm Ver nier (Maroon Bakelite)
9/6
652 RHEOSTAT, 35 ohm (Maroon B a kelite) ..
7/3
653 RHEOSTAT, 35 ohm Vernier (Maroon Bakelite)
9/6
600 RHEOSTAT 6 ohm Metal Frame . . .
5/6
601 RHEOSTAT, 6 ohm Vernier, .Metal Frame
7/6
602 RHEOSTAT, 35 ohm, Metal Frame
5/6
604 RHEOSTAT, 35 ohm Vernier, Metal Frame
7/6
654 POTENTIOMETER, 400 ohm (Maroon Bakelite)
9/6
605 POTENTIOMETER, 200 0;1.m, Metal Fra me
5/6
603 POTENTIOMETER, 400 ohm, Metal Frame . .
5/6

FROST RADIO.
No. 600.-Frost-l!.adlo Metal Frame
11.heostat or Potentiometer.

FROST MISCELLANEOUS.

Equal in operation to the best moulded
type, with precision, opera.tion of all moviqg
parts and g1.1~ranteed resistanCa wire, Frame
is made of heavy sheet brass, nickel plated
and formed so as to give a. rigid construction both to the windings and the contact
arm. Central mounting thimble with locating tip prevents turning when mounted on
_panel. Washers prorided · to · fit panels of
varying thickness, Fluted moulded knob and
nickel plated pointer.
No. 600, . Metal Frame 11.heostat, 6 ohms 5/ 6
~o. 602, Me_ta.l Frame Rheostat, 35 ohms 5/6
Same with Vernier . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

No. 606, Metal Frame :Potentiometer, 0,200
ohms
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/6
OF THE ABOVE,
VEI!.NIER, 7/ 6.

WITJ,I

611

EXTENSION CORD, complete with Adapter and Plug, 20ft.
LOOSE COUPLER or Receiving Transformers
CRYSTAL TUNING COIL SLIDER (1100 metre range) . .
RADIO JACK BOX (for 4 plugs)
ADAPTER, for C299 or UV199

.. 32/6

.. 75/-

CTN

SE
T, S

..

OPEN CIRCUIT JACK
CLOSED Cl RCU IT . .
DOUBLE CIRCUIT JACK
FILAMENT S INGLE JACK
FILAMENT DOUBLE JACK
NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT JACK
PLUG, DOUBLE (2 connections)
PLUG, SINGL E . .

FROST RADIO.
4/6

5/5/·
6/ 6/6
6/6

5/-

FROST COMBINATION
POTENTIOMETERRHEOSTAT.

4/6
COMPLETE WITH KNOB~ ALL
HAVE KNURLED BINDING POST

FROST MISCELLANEOUS.
3/6
5/-

RESISTANCE UNIT, 35 ohm (to increase resistance)
INDUCTANCE UNIT (to increase wave length)
POTENTIOMETER SWITCH
PARALLEL SWITCH
PUSH - PULL BATTERY SWITCH

630
631
620
621
608

5/·
5/4/ -

FROST HEAD FONES

j Ir

.'Zl/6

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER.
161
171

172

FONES (Aluminium Head Pieces), 2000 ohm ..
FONES (Aluminium Head Pieces), 3000 ohm . .
FONES (Maroon Bakelite .Head Pieces), 3200 ohm

32/6

37/6
45/-

CONNECTIONS,

AND

ARE

TECHNICALLY PERFECT.
610 TUBE CONTROL UNIT, a
combination of a 35 ohm Vernier
Rheostat and 400 ohm Potentiometer
.. 17/6
607 TUBE CONTROL UNIT, a
combination of a 6 ohm Vernier
Rheostat and 200 ohm Potentiometer
. . 17/6

THE MAGNETS IN FROST FONES ARE TREATED WITH COPPER
TO PREVENT CORROSION BY MO'ISTURE AND SALT AIR.

28/5/6

"Applause" Cards Furnished Dealers and Clubs Without Charge.

United Distributors Limited
(WHOL ESALE ONLY)

7/6

No. 603, Metal Frame Potentiometer, 0.400
ohms
.... ...................._..... . 6/6

EACH

301
400
410
501

RO

133
134
131
135
136
126
140
139

MANUFACTURERS OF

RADIOVOX SETS

MANUFACTURERS OF

A FEW TERRITORIES OPEN FOR AGENTS.

28 CLARENCE ·STREET, SYDNEY. Mention "Rad!o'' · when l'OmrminiC'ntine ·with nd,ertil-len.

HOBART -

HOME ASSEMBLY SETS

FROST RADIO.

·SEE OTHER LINES, PAGE 306.

PERTH - BRISBANE -

ADELAIDE -

592 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE.

608
PUSH
SWITCH

PULL

&I A TT ER Y

..

4/·

.. R A O I O ~·
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Several Uses for your Vario-Coupler
HE vario-coupler is used
more for a single circuit
regenerative set than for
any other use and most
people are inclined to feel
that is all it can be used for. There
are other uses for it besides ,actinf
as primary coil and plate coil Two
couplers may be used in one set a:nd
will make up a select as well as sen sitive regenerative set.
One variocoupler being used as a loose coupled
set and the primary of the second
coupler inserted in the grid circuit
brtween the rotor of the first coupler
and the grid condenser, while the
rotor coil of the second vario-couplcr
i<i connected in the plate circuit of
the tube to control regeneration. A
small variable condenser shunted
across the rotor coil of the first
coupler and primary coil of the sec ond coupler will facilitate sharp tnning. This arrangement is shown in
the drawing.
Where one desires to build a sing·le
circuit set and only has a variocoupler, audion and accessories, it can
be done very easily by connect:ng the
stator and rotor coils in series, making a variometer out of it .A. fixed
condenser in series with _the aerial,

and ground circuit will reduce the
wave-length of that circuit. If you
haven't an audion detector handy,
you can use a crystal detector on local
stations and get results.
Quite a number of fans complain
about interference and fail to see it

is sometimes caused by having too
many turns of wire on the primary
winding of the vario-coupler. Where
interference cannot be tuned out, it
will be found that interference can
be considerably reduced if not actually cut out, by simply using fewer
turns in the primary coil. The fewer
turns used, the sharper will be the
tuning of the secondary condenser.

The standard single circuit regenerative set using a vario-coupler and
a variable condenser can be very
easily made over into a two circuit
regenerative set by the addition of a
few turns of wire over the primary
coil and connecting them in series
with the aerial and ground. The variable condenser which was in series
with the aerial and primary of the
vario-coupler, should now be connected across the primary of the variocoupler ( which, in the reconstructed
set, is the secondary coil. ) This gives
you a set that will tune sharp and y on
will not be bothered by interference.
. The number of turns you have in the
aerial-ground circuit will control the
selectivity of the set. The fewer the
turns, the less interference you will
encounter. About six will do for the
average aerial.
-When using a vario-coupler as a
single circuit regenerative set, every
time the rotor is moved it will affect
the primary circuit and the variable
condenser should be re-adjusted, even
though it be slight, for best results.
When used as a loose-coupled circuit,
every change in the position of the
rotor will affect the setting of the
variable condenser a great c1eal.

Some Hints that May Help
WHEN buying variable condensers
be r,mre and ask the dealer for the
capacity, while they may look alike
their capacity may vary greatly.

The A battery is connected in series with the :filament, B battery in
series with the plate.
In connecting up a vario-coupler
as a two circuit set, bear in mind
there is no electrical connection between the two coils.
A Fimgle circuit set is not as select
as a two circuit one.
If you are a beginner, do not attempt to build a complicated set

A variable B battery will help to
get the correct plate voltage but a
potentiometer will do it better.

It is a good plan to occasionally
loweD your aerial and clean off the insulators.

Better results are obtained when
using separate B batteries on detector and amplifier.

When mother is using her electric
sewing machine it will sound worse
than static in your set.

When you put up your aerial pole
be sure and put a pulley on top of
the pole so you may lower the aerial.

Audions of the same make require
different plate voltages for best operation.

You can't push a button and get
opera o1r jazz.
Your set isn't a
phonograph.

Most of the squealing in some sets
is due to over-regeneration.

Your aerial absorbs passing electromagnetic waves and the smaller it
is the less you get,

It is important to have a test buzzer if you are using a crystal detector.
Edison cells have a voltage of 1.2,
while lead cells read two volts.

..

..
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A New Valve
that saves you money
JUST ARRIVED

..

Numerous Radio enthusiasts in Australia have for some time heard of the
wonderful results and economy of the

from America

New
Parts

WECOVALVE
Western Electric Co. (Aust.) Ltd., having
completed their arrangements for the supply of these valves throughout Australia
desire to inform the public that W ecovalves
are obtainable from their regular radio
dealer.

/MMENSE shipment of
New Radio Parts has just
arrived at David Jones',
from America.
This comprising a full stock
of the famous Cunningham
Valves, Models 301A and
299. Price . . .. each 35/-

The W ecovalve stands in a class by itself
It is entirely free from Microphonic Noises

The highly efficient and
tremendously popular A .P .
Valve. Price . . .. ... . 35/Bradleystats
. . . . . . 13/ 9
Bradleyleaks . . . . . . 13/ 9
for perfect filament control.

•

DAYID JONES'
RADIO DEPARTMENT.

252 YORK STREET,
SYDNEY.

The world renowned oxide
coated filament as used in the
manufacture of the most expensive Western Electric valves
is also employed in the construction of the Wecovalve
thereby ensuring a phenomenally long life and an efficiency
equal to the very best of high
temperature valves.
It is essentialy an ali-purpose valve and can be used

Wesf'ern

FOR SALE.
EXPERIMENTERS' SURPLUS GEAR.
One W. H. Sullivan's High Frequency Trans·
former tapped 300 to 3000 upwards, £1/17 /6.
One "Advance" Low Frequency Transformer,
£1.

either as a detector or amplifier.
A single dry cell only is required
for filament heating.
Suitable sockets to mount
W ecovalves are available, or
adapters can be supplied which
enables you to fit them to any
standard British socket.
·
Further particulars from your
regular radio dealer or direct
from

Electric1 Company
fAustralia)ltd

I

192-194 Castlereagh Street, Sydney
Phones ; City 356 and 366

Apply BOX 53, CLARE, S.A.

111 .. 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,.

Ir

TRY

CAMPSIE

FIRST!

Whether you want a screw or a super~set you will find the quality and prices right.
Some of my Specialities are:-

TRIMM'S DEPENDABLE 'PHONES at 32/6; and
RADIOTRON VALVES (201A and 199) at 35/-

VICTOR MARKS' Radio House
BEAMISH STREET, CAMPSIE (next Campsie Street).
POSTAGE PAID

ON ALL GOODS.
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The

P~oper Installation 'o f Antenna

T

O thoroughly grasp the meaning
. of this article and the appara: tus with which it is proposed
to de~l, it would be as well to regard
the antenna as a feeler system and as
such, something that picks up or interrupts the radio frequency impulses
as they come hurtling through the
ether.
It may be hanging in the air between two chimneys or two houses,
dropped from a flagpole like an ex-

I

I

Owing to the house shortage in the
bigger cities of Australia and the consequent large number of people who
"batch" or board, it is often impossible to have a really distinct antenna
system, so many radio fans utilize
the water piping systems of the house,
or the electric light wires, plugging
in with special plugs, which while
preventing the passage of the line
current permits of the high-frequency
radio impulses to pass through.

I

/1\\

I

I ! I
I , ,

'

<
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Eighty feet high and each end with the poles 110 feet apart and of the T
,type is the latest aerial to be installed by 2CM-Mr. C. D. Maclurcan, the
well-known wireless experimenter. The lead-down measures 90 feet, and
consists of six wires on four one-foot hoops. "The increase in efficiency I
have secured with it," says Mr. Maclurcan, "is wonderful." Among other
American stations that have heard 2C M by means of it are 6CGW and 6CGO.

tended umbrella, or a wire loop ; or
even hung round the room, held up by
the pictures on the wall-the pattern
matters :nothing-the nature :of it
is just the same, something towards
which high-frequency electrical impulses possess an attraction.
The system should be placed at as
considerable a distance from other
likely conductors as possible.
Remember, the greater the intervening
di.stance from the steel framework of
buildings, trees, telephone and tramway wires, etc., the better the reception.

Let us, however, confine ourselves
to the most popular form of radio
feeler-the one wire antenna from
100 to 150 feet long. Up to a certain
point, the longer the wire the stronger
the signals received, but, on the other
hand, it has often been found that antennas more than 175 feet long do not
lend themselves to such good reception as do those below that length.
With regard to wire. I have found
it better to use a single copper wire,
say a No. 14, than a stranded one,
especially in a case where the wire is
exposed to the weather, Solid wire

does not offer the surface for corrosion which is so detrimental to good
reception-the antenna's function.
The next point of importance is
splicing, and too much attention, in
my opinion, cannot be given to it. A
good deal of the '' skin reception''
is lost if every minute it is forced to
jump gaps in a splice or connection.
The best way of all for connecting
is to weld or fuse.
Allow the wires to overlap each
other for half-a-dozen or more inches
and then, after scraping and cleaning,
twist one around the other as tightly
as possible. This serves to increase
the tensile strength and also to offer
plenty of soldering surface.
In the event of stranded wire being
used, scrape the ends to a fine polish
to remove weather corrosion and diet,
and fan them out so that each wir~
stands out separately. This will al~
low the numerous strands of one wire
to be introduced to those of the other.
Then, taking one of the strands, wind
it around the other wires. Do this .
with No. 2 and No. 3, until each
strand is wound tightly round the
opposite ends. When you have don~
this, you will have one of the best
stranded wire splices that can he
made. When properly soldered, it
will allow the radio skin reception to
pass with only infinitesimal loss.
Soldering, which means the end of
the job, is just as important as splicing. First essential is a good soldering flux. Don't omit to heat the
connection that is to be soldered before putting on the solder. By this
precaution, the solder runs down -in
the minute crevices of the splice an<l
serves to make a permanent and adhesive join.
Now for the protection of the joint
from the affects of the weather. Nothing is better than adhesive tape
wound round the join to a depth of
three or four thicknesses. Next wind
a few strands of copper wire around
it and then add a good coat of shellac
or paint as a preservative. The purpose of the wire is, of course, to keep
the tape from unravelling, should the
paint wear off, thus protecting the inner layers.

.

•

,r.11;;,r;;,:

Of course the antenna wire does
not -constitute the entire antenna system. Insulators and cleats must be
taken into consideration. Personally
I would advocate the use of glazed
porcelain insulators rather than the
cheaper moulded mud varieties. Do
not confuse glazed porcelain insulators with the un-glazed ones sold ~n
all electrical shops and used principally for interior wiring work. The
latter make extremely inefficient insulators on account of their porous
nature which causes them to absorb
moisture very quickly.
A. good test of a porcelain insulator is to soak it in some dye solution
and then crack it open, seeing how
far the dye has soaked in. The deeper
it has, of course, the more moisture ·
would it absorb from the air. The
shorter the distance below the surface the dye penetrates, the more
efficient would be the insulator.
A. good method of improving inferior insulators is to boil them in
paraffin until the porcelain is thoroughly saturated and hence cannot
absorb any moisture.

Sa crystal
THE MOST SENSITIVE

WIRELESS
DETECTOR!

Sacrystal
is a local product of the
New

South

Wales

Molybdenite Mines of
Miss

P.
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Sachs,

of

Randwick, Sydney.

There are no sensitive
SPOTS-it's all sens1~
tive!

Sacrystal
1s obtainable at all the
leading
Wireless Dealers.

. . PRICE: 1/ 6 per Box.

~

Knowledge Fascinates

O

F the thousands of amateurs who have taken up
Wireless only a negligible number have rested
content after having simply
bought or made their set. A.11
seek fur ther enlightenment
than is necessary to light the
valves or to find the sensitive
spot on the crystal. This information is sought from books
or/ and
journals.
Authentic
and reliable books such as are
published by the Wireless Press, .
are invaluable, but a journal is
also a necessity. The premier .
British wireless journal is

The Wireless World ·

Highlights of Radio
Broadcasting

and Radio Review

( Continued from page 318. )

Price 9d.

well-equipped factories, which is a
very different matter from the production of a single model. The fundamentals of design have been so well
worked out that any form of circuit
could now be worked into the same
thin form.
Installed in a suitable phonograph
lid, the combined instrument has the
appearance shown in the second
photograph. The possibilities of such
an instrument are indeed striking.
One listens to one's favourite broadcasting station concert and then, deciding to hear some particular favourite dance or song, one has only to
play the desired record on the same
instrument and to hear the music
The
coming from the same horn.
scope of each instrument is therefore
widened by the combination. It seems
likely that the development of the
radio field will again show, as has
repeaJ;edly been the case, that new,
scientific inventions do not necessarily
supersede existing agencies but that
they supplement them and broaden
their usefulness.

Every issue of this w,eekly contains information both for the
veriest amateur and the ad. vanced experimenter, and it
also caters for those who place
t he.rnselves between these categories. Sets are described and
curr ent news of interest to wireless enthusiasts is given.· A useful section to all is the readers'
queries pages.
" The Wireless World " is obtainable from most newsagents.

THE WIRELESS PRESS.
Sydney: 97 Clarence Street.
Melbourne: 44 Market Street .
Wellington, N.Z.: ,Australasia Cl:,brs.

,
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Pig-tail Connections
Y

pigtail connections 1s
meant, a :flexible piece of
wire or belden braid con. necting one part of the
circuit with the other,
where the connection between the two
is not a good one.
The two outstanding places for pigtail connections are the variable condensers and variometer. In the usual
type of variable condenser, the rotor
plates are mounted on a shaft and
connection to this shaft and the other
circuits of the set is made through a
piece of metal, usually brass or copper, pressing against the shaft of the
variable condenser.
While such a
connection may be a good electrical
connection for an electrician accustomed to low frequency currents, it
is not a good one by any means for
the feeble high frequency electrical
current we have in radio. It is well
known that when similar metals are
brought in contact and friction develops, a deposit is formed which is
not a good conductor, and in many
cases of noisy variable condensers, the
noise is due to the poor contact between these surfaces. · At other times,
a variable condenser may be difficult

to adjust and in many cases this is
due to the imperfect contact between
the shaft and the strip of metal acting
as the bearing, which in one position
makes good contact and a little farther makes poor contact.
The same· condition holds true of
variometers whose connection between rotor and stator coils depend

on a similar bearing at the shaft. A
variometer should be rotated without
any trace of noise and if yours cans
not be moved in any position without
crackling noises, you should look to
this bearing for your trouble, providing the rest of the variometer is O.K.
The pig-tail connection should be soldered to the shaft and to the bear-

ing and a ''stop' ' provided so the
pigtail will not be twisted off when
the variometer is turned. If you are
using a variometer in the plate circuit, a loose connection will sound
just the same as good summer static.
Switches are another source of
noise as the best connection at a
switch wilL become noisy in time unless soldered. The usual switch connection is to solder your lead to a
lug or washer and then slip this over
the shaft of the switch arm. When
used for an ordinary electrical connection, it is a good one but
it does not mean a good radio
connection by any means.
The
best away to insure a good connection is to proceed as above and then
solder a pigtail to the lead secured to
the washer and then run the pigtail
to shaft of the switch arm.
For efficiency's sake, it is best not
to have any switch taps on your set
if you want a noiseless set, unless they
are pigtailed as outlined here.
If
they are not pigtailed, the set will
either be noisy or receiving results
will not be as good as when switches
are not used, due to the liability of
imperfect contact at the switch points.

..

•

A 1912 Radio .Experience
NOTWITHSTANDING the marked
advance in the design and construction of modern valves, we should
not despise the homely crystal, writes
Mr. W. A. Chambers, of Esperance
(W.A.), remembering that where it
is possible to utilise a crystal in reception this method gives the purest
speech.
A 1912 experience may interest us
all. I quote verbatim from a letter
from H. S. Peet.
"On December 17, 1912, about 4
p.m. (daylight) as the s.s. Keemun
was coming out of the harbour, Yokohama, I was surprised on listening-in
to hear, instead of Morse, a faint, unusual sound of varying pitch, which
on tuning-in I reoognised to be a
human voice singing. For a few

moments the tune was drowned by
the sending of a nearby station, but
between the breaks the voice was
faintly but distinctly audible. When
the station transmitting Morse ceased,
the tune and the words of the song
became easily distinguishable and
were those of ' The Village Blacksmith.'
'' Two verses were heard and towards the encl the voice became
clearer-possibly due to some readjustment of the transmitter-and
the final words, ' Like chaff from a
threshing floor' were as distinct as
though from a gramophone.
"That eviening, lJ cane:d up the
J ap. Govt. station 'Chosi' and mentioned my experience. He informed
me that it was probably the Depart:

nient of Communications at their
laboratory in Tokyo experimenting in
wireless telephony.
'' My receiving set was of the ordinary ship type (Marconi), and as
detector I had a piece of Silicon in
use. I thought this would interest
you .. . . ''
When we remember that this incident occurred but seven years after
the Atlantic was commercially bridged by wireless it commands a little
respect for the Jap 's persevering progressiveness.
It may interest you to know that
2FC comes in very well at the local
wireless station, strength 7, on onevalve (an oscil-audion ) . The modu~
lation would seem to be nigh perfect,
as we meet with no distortion.

11
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STROMBERG-CARLSON
No. 2-A Radio Headset

SUPER

SENSITIVE

£2/5/-.
Why buy a cheap inferior set when you can obtain a high efficiency No. 2-A
at half the cost of an equal set?
It is built by Telephone Manufacturers of 30
years' standing. DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, ACCURATELY REPRODUCES
VOICE and MUSIC. Permanent adjustment, unaffected, by climatic and temperature chanses. Also RADIO PLUGS and JACKS; MICROPHONES. all typu.

Ask your dealer or write us direct.

Aust.

L.P.R. BEAN &CO. LTD.,229CastlereaghSt.,Sydney Reps.

I11teratate:-BllISBANE: S, R . Smith, Radio Rouse,
ADELAIDE: Chas. Atkins a, Oe.
PERTH: T, Muir & Co·., 99 William Street.
MELBOURNE: Henry G. Small, 49 Elizabeth Street.
HOBART: J, A, Cooper, 90 Harrington Street.

INSURE WITH

The Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Co. Ltd.
ASSETS EXCEED £20,000,000.
LOWEST RATES.

FIRE

ACCIDENT

\

.MARINE

Head Office for Australasia:
62 PITT STREET, SYDNEY.

Melbourne Branch:
415-7 COLLINS STREET.

W. B. CLARKE, Local Manager for N .S.W.

R. M. EVANS, Local Manager for Victoria.

C. DANVERS, Manager for Australasia.

T. M . DOUGLAS, Deputy Assistant Manager for Australasia.

" The Theatre, Society and Home"
LIKE WIRELESS IT TOUCHES ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
After Reading Please Pass on to a Friend. Larger Circulation Means More Advertisements
More Advertisements Mean Extra News, Pars, and Home Chatter.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSTALLS.
HEAD OFFICE: 16 BOND STREET, SYDNEY.
100 King St., MELBOURNE; 75 Elizabeth St., BRISBANE; 32 Waymouth St., ADELAIDE.

RADIO DEALERS! THIS- MAGAZINE IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE COMMONWEALTH AND NEW ZEALAND. EACH ISSUE IS EAGERLY AWAITED AND READ BY
"LISTENERS-IN," BROADCASTING COMPANIES, AMATEURS, EXPERTS, AND ALL CONNECTED WITH WIRELESS ACTIVITIES. THEY ARE ALL PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS. GET
IN TOUCH WITH THEM BY ADVERTISING IN "RADIO."
WRITE FOR RATES AND ALL PARTICULARS TO THE MANAGER, THE WIRELESS PRESS,
97 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.
,
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THE NORTHBRIDGE RADIO CLUB.
THE weekly meeting was held on August
27 at the "Revoli" Refreshment Rooms,
Sailor Bay Road, Northbridge (N.S.W.).
Owing to the increase in membership, it
was found necessary to procure new club
rooms, this showing more local interest
in wireless generally and the club in particular.
The meeting was more in the
nature of a discussion of ideas for the
club's future, many good suggestions . being made and adopted. The usual question time . gave an opportunity for explanation of varied troubles experienced
by members.
The club's programme in·
this respect is especially helpful to new
mem·b ers, who are in need of knowledge
or in difficulties.
Enquiries regarding membership may be
obtained from the Hon. Sec. A . Cameron,
''Ogilvie," Clanwilliam Street, Chatswood.

,,- - -

CLUB

NOTES&NEWS

made to carry out research work in a
scientific manner.
The method adopted
by the club is, that one of the members
is undergoing a course of instruction on
Radio operating, at the Club's expense.
The substance of his studies is being delivered to the remammg members by
means of lectures and hqme study. In
conjunction with this, there is practical
demonstration in. the construction and operation of the wireless · set. It is proposed
to install a low power transmitting outfit.
A more commodious room will soon beGOSFORD (N.S.W.) DISTRICT RADIO
come a necessity. A visit was recent!y
CLUB.
paid to the local power house, where some
CLUB, known as the Gosford District
instruction was given to members.
The
Radio Club, was formed at Gosford
success of this club depends a great deal
(N.S.W.) on July 2 last, when a memupon the publicity it has received through
bership of nine were enrolled, with a show
the district's local paper. A Radio column
of three aerials to represent the district's
is written by the members and publislKd
activity. The meetings have been held in · weekly, by courtesy of the Editor. The
0ne of the member's residences on Thursclub receives its share of this column. .M1~ .
day night each week. Some idea may be
E. Bailey is the secretary and would be
formed as to how Radio has taken in this· ·pleased to hear of anyone interested in the
district, by the fact that, although but
Association's movements.
a few weeks have elapsed, the
club's
membership has grown to twenty-four and
WIRELESS CONCERT BY NEWthe aerials now number twelve. A wall;:
CASTLE WIRELESS SOCIETY.
around the district would . djsclose several
FOLLOWING a proposal placed by a
"splinters" ranging from 30 to 60 feet almember before the Society that some
most ready to add to the present numbe".
steps be taken by the Wireless Society of
The object of the club Is to assist the
Newcastle towards giving the local public
experimenter and every effort is 1wing
an opportunity of realizing the meaning

A

"THAT very much American voiceKrra Ggga Oooh (KGO), Oakland,
California, is becoming as familiar to me
as the Cochranised tones of 2FC," writes
Mr. H. E. Rose, of Yanganbil Station,
(N.S.W.) to The Stock and Station Jourr•.al.
"To-night at 6.24 p.m. the old famillar
'Smiles' could be heard 20 feet from the
"phones.
I mention 'Smiles' because 1t
was only one of many orchestral pieces.,
familiar to me. The usual announcement
that the music was being broadcast from
· the St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, was
audible with the 'phones on the table.
Last night, as the time approa.ched 1 a.m.
('Frisco time) the Jazz band was encored
three times.
HERE is the latest list of stations logged
by Mr. W. M. Henry, of
Rhodes
(N.S.W.). These stations were copied on
one valve, . and most of them, especially
the N.Z. stations, were heard on numerou.g
occasions, 4AA be1ng heard on speech two
nights in succession.
4AE was hearu
transmitting for the Wireless Exhibition
held in Brisbane and came in very clearly.
Calls are as follow:-(C.W.), N.S.W.: 2HM,
2GQ, 2CR. .S.A.: 5BD, 5BF, 5AC. V.: '
3BH, 3RY: 30T, 3BP, 3HL, 3TM, , 3LM.
T.: 7 AB. Q,: 4AN, 4CM. N.Z.: lAK, 2AP,

'

;

. ' ...... -.. ~----..

,

·-~-~

......... ··--·~--- .. ... ..,.
,

~

2AP, 2AB, 3AP, 3AA, 3AD, :!. \L, 3AC,
4AA 4AC, 4AR. U.S.A. : 6CGW. 'PhoneN.S.W.: 2HM, Riverina Wireless Supplies.
V.: 3BH, 3AR, 3BU, 3BD, 3LM. S.A.:
5BN, 5BQ. Q.: 4AE.
N,Z. : 4AA.
All
Australian land stations and also the fol "
lowing VPD, VLA, VLD, VLW, HVV,
VIH, VLC, VIL. Long wave: XYZ-which he
thinks is a high-powered station testingPKX, JAA, LPZ, Monte Grande in the
Argentine, NPN, HZA, KIE, NPG, NPO,
ABC, NPM, WQL, KGI, KET, WII, WQK,

wso.

JN

response to our. request · that all experimenters who succeed in hearing
KGO should acquaint us ·ot the fact, Mr.
George Pratten, of Pymble (N.S.W.),
writes us that he heard the Ca.Jifornian
station on the evening of August 17 last
using only two valves- detector and· aucllo

September 17, 1924.
of Radio and what Newcastle amateurs
in particular were clpable of performing,
a plan was formed whereby a public
demonstration could be made of wireless
telephony .conducted by the Society in
conjunction with the Newcastle Branch
of the Y.W.C .A.
Necessary permission
was obtained from the P .M.G. and whila it
was originally intended to make the
transmission from the Societies' outfit
2SO was eventually found to be out of
the question, owing to the fact that ai the
last minute the power tube burned out!
but Mr. Swain (2CS), the Secretary to
the body, placed his efforts and outfit at
the disposal of the committee to carry out
the transmission from his residence. On
Thursday, August 21, the receiver was
placed in the cate lounge room of the
new King Street building of the local
Y.M.C .A. The Sterling loud-speaker, operated by a four-valve set;was iri charge of
Mr. Seward, assisted by other members
of the committee. The programme was
arranged by the committee of the
Y.W.C.A. and included some of Newcastle's best talent. Messrs. Grisdale Coverdale, Welsh and Ewing · participating,
and also Messrs. Histelow, Lloyd, Ewing
and Dr. Piesley. They received the thanks
of the audience in many an applause after
each item until someone "tumbled to" the
fact that the artists could not hear them
and so the news spread. (A unique situation for some.)
The Society would be
glad of Q.S.L. from any amateurs who
may have heard this transmission. Please
address to L. T. Swain, Hon . Sec. Wireless Society, Everton Street, Hamilton.
A large attendance and still larger sale
ot' admission tickets will result in monetary benefit to participating bodies.

-so loudly that it worked a loud-speaker
and could be heard all over the room.
The time could be definitely fixed, he says,
as just at the end 2BL broadcast the
chimes from the Sydney G.P.O. Since this
occasion Mr. Pratten was further successful in hearing them on the nights of
August 20 and 22.

MR.

F . E . SMITH, of Roma (N.S.W.),
writes that it was some months ago
when he first began to log KGO consistently. On those occasions it was with
a five-valve Burginphone set, but. since
then he has built a five-valve Neutrodyne
with a range of from 50 to 360 metres, and
this brings in the American station very
strongly at times . The following statio.ns
have also been heard per 'phone:-4AE,
4EG, 2HM, 2YA, 2CM, 2UW, 2GM, 2GR,
2RJ, 3EF, 2GQ, or BQ, 5BQ. 2YA and
2BL can be heard literally across the
street and 2HM and 4EG come in equally
well. UV201A valves are used for both
amplifiers and detectors, with a 100-volt
B battery, which is home constructed. The
aerial is a twin 110 feet long and of the
L type, with a 6ft. spread supported from
a pair of steel tubes masts 50ft. high. On
a recent Sunday KGO could be heard
12 feet away from a loud-speaker.

11
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Hearing's the thing!
The Headphones are all-important. There is only one economy
possible, and that is to buy the best.
The construction of

Brown's Type "A" Headphones
is quite distinctive. The ordinary diaphragm is replaced by an ·
iron reed, tuned to a suitable tone, to which an aluminium conesh aped diaphragm, spun to the fineness of paper, is screwed. This
diaphragm will respond to the most feeble impulses which would
not affect other headphones. Broadcast vocal and instrumental
music is heard at great distances with wonderful distinctness.
Wireless enthusiasts agree that " super-sensitive " js the only way
to adequately describe these phones.
" Tc; :ibtain the best res11lts from your receiving set it is essential to use b.st htodphones." ,

Procurable from all Radio Dealers.

97 Clarence Street ·
Sydney

Collins Steeet
Melbourne
,
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A New Crystal- Receiver
UALITIES possessed by_ the
Radiola Crystal Receiver
now placed· on the market
for the first time by Am.
algamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited are such that its
advent will undoubtedly cause considerable interest in Commonwealth
wireless circles-both technical and
otherwise.
Simplicity is the keynote of this
admirable ' little set, while its low
cost puts iit within reach of the smallest purse. The distance over which
it will receive signals from the average broadcasting station is about 15
miles when a good aerial is used, and
when the apparatus is so situated that
local conditions are favourable for
average receppion. Its most popular
applkation" Jiow,e,verj_ the manufacturers think, will be within the city
and suburban areas.
Greatest selectivity and freedom

from atmospheric disturbances are
secured by the use of variable inductive coupliP ]' while t1rning coils

The Radiola Crystal Receiver.

are inter-changeable, so that any
wave-length may be had in the twinkling of an eye. Best quality bakelite
is used for the base on which the
instruments are mounted, while inside connections are made at the back

of the panel with rigid wire so as to
obviate the possibility of short-circuits. All connections are kept as
short as possible, and this insures that
the over-all efficiency of the receiver
is increased.
Special features which should tend
to make this receiver popular with the
listening-in public are that it' can be
operated by anyone not possessing
technical knowledge; that a glass enclosure protects the crystal from
dampness and dust; that highly selective tuning can be secured by the
means of coupled circuits, together
with that in the aerial circuit by
means of a variable condenser and
that the hinged ebonite panel is held
in position by one clamping nut and
enables the complete wiring to be
quickly and easily examined.
The set is priced at £4/15/- with
special ebonite covered coils to receive
both Sydney broadcasting services.

The Morse Code Simplified
By P.R.B.
0 person should call himself When these are memorized, he should ceive. Your instructor should be well
a real wireless enthusiast revise the previous twelve letters, experienced in transmitting so as to
until he is capable of both and havi:qg done this, proceed in the make letters well, space properly and
transmitting and receiv- same manner for the next four sec- keep a uniform speed.
He should
ing Morse at a minimum tions. By this means the Morse code never transmit too fast for his pupil,
will be cemented into the pupil's causing the latter to ''guess'' words,
speed of 12 words per minute.
There is not much need to point mind.
and when sendjng code the instructor
out the necessity and the many uses
The beginner is warned against should avoid using plain English or
of the Morse code, but sufficient to learning the code by means of oppo- any language on account of his pupil
say that all ships' communication sites, as experience shows a horribly being inclined to anticipate words.
A good idea is to mix three or four
and much amateur work are carried confused result, e.g.,
out ]jy this means.
Any evening
letters and a number of numerals
A (.-) and N (-.)
E (. ) and T ( - )
together, e.g. : KBQUM-RZTP A,
whilst listening-in on 600 metres one
can hear VIS and other land stations etc., etc.
1'.7490, etc.
working ships, and, if on lower waveThe next and most important step
For the best results it will be nelength_s, plenty of DX work in code. is practice. Before beginning to cessary to maintain regular practic-e
Many ideas have been expressed as practise you should be in possession in receiving. ·r would suggest practo the quickest and most thorough of a complete buzzer .set. At first you tising nearly every day for about 30
way to memorise it.' The best and should do a little transmitting, mak- minutes, if possible.
most up-to-date scheme is to learn the ing each letter perfect and taking
By following these instructious
code from A to Z and 1 to 10 inclu- care not to overdo it, always stopping .
carefully
the enthusiast within a
sive, mastering perfectly a few sym- when the muscles become tired. By
month
or
so
will be a "crack" operas
bols at a time. Thus the beginner may regular transmitting out of books,
tor
and
capabie
of receiving and
divide the Alphabet into six sections. newspapers, etc., you will become
transmitting at a minimum speed of
The :first lesson should be from A to more acquainted with the code and, at · 12 words per minute.
F inclusive. . When the pupil has the same time, increase your speed.
So, start and study it to-da}·, re·
It is advisable to do' a few days in
thoroughly learnt those letters he
sl1(rulcl t!}ckle th() l).ext S()ction G- t9 L, trnnsm-ittin~ befor() attempting to re- membering-Practice makes pcr!ec•t,

•
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For the Cosser Valve use the Kilbourne
and Clark 6 ohm Vernier Rheostat with
the Micrometer control
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PACIFIC ' ELECTRIC CO.
(WHOLESALE ONLY)

87 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.
SOLE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS.

Columbia

Radio Batteries Are the Best

Radio Batteries have proven to be the best batteries for radio receiving
COLUMBIA
sets that money can buy. They are made in different styles suitable for every
radio equipment and will give more satisfaction than any other make.

Columbia Dry Cell "A"

Columbia Storage "A"

C9lumbia "B"

COLUMBIA Dry Cell "A" Batteries for vacuum tubes of low
amperage are made especially for
this work. They will withstand
the slow steady drain required and

For vacuum tubes of one-half
ampere or over, the COLUMBIA
"A" Storage Battery is ideal, It
is shipped dry and charged and
filled when sold, thus assuring a
fresh, powerful battery. It is tightly sealed and contained in an attractive nfllhogany finished box
with handles.

COLUMBIA " B" Batteries are
made in 22 ½ and 45-volt sizes.
They arc equipped with Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors to
insure easy, secure connections.
They are thoroughly insulated
and waterproofed. They are portable, powerful and long lasting.

irive

satisfactory

results

for

a,

much longer period of time than
any other sirr.ilar type of battery.

..

Columbia "Three"
COLUMBIA "Three" Batteries
are designed so that under certain
conditions they can be used as an
"A," "B" or "C" Battery. They
are made of extra large sized cells,
and are used as an ' 'A" Battery
for light, portable sets using UV199 tubes; as a "B" B attery for
obtaining additional plate volta~e ;
as a "C" Battery for grid biasing.

COLUM!JIA Radio Batteries for Every Radio Requirement
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U,S. A.

·
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Various Types of Radio Fr~quency Amplification
HEN one wish~s to either
increase the distance from
which he may receive
broadcasted programmes,
or use an indoor or loop
aerial, he thinks of radio frequency
amplification. Having decided on radio frequency amplification, the next
step is what type. There are three
types: Resistanc(t :transformer and
tuned.
The resistance type of radio frequency amplification is not used so
much for short wave or broadcast
reception, due to its not being efficient on short waves but it is practical for long wave lengths.

former,; are in small containers similar to the type mentioned above, while
other are wo~nd on cardboard or
other composition tubes, such as the
neutro-formers in a neutrodyne set.
The advantage of this type is they
can be so designed that they will
respond efficiently to any wave-length
between 200 and 550 metres.
The disadvantages are, the neutroformer type are bulky and require
considerable spacing and it is not
practicable to have more than two

The transfor:mer type of radio frequency amplification is widely used
in loop aerial sets having but one
control, that being the variable condenser, for tuning. Its advantages
are as follows : It will respond to a
wide band of wave lengths when properly designed, so as to take in all
the broadcasting stations, it does not
require any adjustment and is small.
Its drawbacks are that it responds
best, · or amplifies greatest, over a narrow band of wave lengths. That is,
one ·designed to cover wave lengths
fJ.?om 200 to 550 metres will have :")
''peak'' and will amplify very well
from, say 350 ·to 450 metres, but will
only do fairly · well over the lower
and higher wave-lengths.

I will take this
opportunity of saying how
much I appreciate your
paper "Radio" it lets
everyone know what everyon~ else is doing and really
seems ·to take a personal
interest in all

· The tuned · transformer type confiists of two windings with a variable
ccindenser across the secondary so as
to put this circuit in resonance with
the incoming signal. Some such trans-

A BOUQUET.

-An extract from a Victorian
reader's letter.

stages, due to each stage to amplific
cation having to be tuned to the
preceding one and as we only have
two arms to do the adjusting with,
two stages, together with the tuning
of the aerial circuit is all one can
handle.
Of the three types, the last two
are the only ones that should be

give:i1 cousiJeration anJ where one Jesires simplicity of control the untuned transformer coupled radio frequency transformer is the one to use.
On the other hand, if you do not
mind a few additional controls, the
tuned radio frequency is best clue to
the fact yon can actually tune each
stage to the wave-length you are receiving and this gives you high amplification on all stages, which is a
feature of the neutrodyne sets.
Due to radio frequency sets being
sensitive, you always get considerably
more noise on them than you do on
a regenerative set or just a straight
hookup but the radio frequency amplification allows you to have a selfcontained set that can be used in your
car, boat, camp or shore with little or no aerial.
The success of one of the three tube
reflex sets is due to their step of
tuned radio frequency which greatly
mcreases the volume on distant stations.

TELL THEM!
WHEN writing to advertisers who
particularize their wares in this
magazine, it is so easy to say, "I saw
it in Radio,'' but you will be surprised at the special service and despatch your orders will receive
through telling them that.
WITH four valves, Mr. G. R. Martin, of
Greenwich (N.S.W.), writes to say
that he has heard KGO three times- on
the evenings of June 14, August 6 and
August 19.

OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
TIJe Circulation Manager,
·
"Radio in Australia and New Zealand,"
97 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear. Sir,1 enclose/ herewith 10/· (ten shillings) for twelve
months' subscription (twenty-six issues) to "RADIO,"
commencing from the next number.
I fully understand that by taking this course of order·
ing my copies in advance I shall be receiving them at
a cost price of a iittle over 4d. each.
Please forward each iss ue of "RADIO" to:-

Why lose your temper and waste your time
searching all over town for the latest copy of

RADIO?
Make sure of it now for a year ahead.
Insure your prompt receipt of each and every
copy for the next twelve months by filling in
this form:-

,1

F'·u ll Name .......................... . ...... .

Address .. ... .. . .. . ... . . .. ..... . . . ........ , ..

.

•
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FREE

FREE·

Practice
Set

Gran10.pho-qe

. FREE

Service

Books

MARCONI STUDENTS Ol[>ERATE' THl·S TYPE! OF STATION.

I

.

-

WIRE LES Sj
IS GROWING $0 RAPIDLY THAT IN THE
VERr NEAR FUTURE QUITE A NUMBER OF

WIRELESS OPERATORS
WILL BE WANTED
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS UNIQUE POSlTION
AND ENROL TO-DAY WITH THE - - ~- -

MARCONI SCHOOLS

'

'

AS THE TIME IS LIMITED.
WRITE TO-DAY TO

Marconi School of Wireless:_., __
97 Clarence Street, SYDNEY,
AND

Gloucester House, 44 . Market Street, MELBOURNE.
¥entloa " Radio" when communicatlnr with ad..ertieen.

. ,,
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Tools Required for Building Your Set
By "RAY DIO."
WALKED into a radio
store the other day and
asked one of the clerks
what tools I would r equire to build my set. He
told me enough tools for me to manufacture sets.
He mentioned everything except a lathe. Seeing he
" knew" what he was talking about,
I saw a compact crystal detector set
and innocently asked what sized grid
leak and condenser were used on it:
He replied, ' ' the standard,'' and
smiled. I smiled, to,o, but was I
smiling at, or with him Y
·~

A

In putting in your variable condendrilled. Drilling the panel is where
most people fall down on the job. sers, the number of holes required
Holes are not in line and the set usu- vary. Some need one for the shaft
ally looks like a "home-made " affair. and three for supporting screws;
You can pick up most any radio others only two supporting screws
book and it will give you a long list and the latest type I have used de
of tools you will require to build one not call for any holes other than the
set. If you bought them all, it would shaft. This has a hexagon shaped,
pay you to have bought a complete threaded bearing into which the upset in the . beginning.
The idea in per end plate of the variable condenbuilding your set is to save ser screws into, allowing the shaft
money. It is true you still have the ·of the variable condenser to come
tools and they can be used for other through the panel and holding it
things besides building radio sets, but firmly in place. It does not matter
most of you have a hard enough time: how the variable condenser is placed
on the panel, the stationary plates
can be straight up and down, horizontal, or any point between.

.

The more tools you have, that is,
the greatest variety, no doubt, the
bettflr job you will do, but unless you
are going to build sets for sale, you
will require no more tools than outlined above.

...
MARCONI WIRELESS BEAM.

Successful Test with South America.

This is Kaewieng Radio Station, New Guinea.
A 11 Kw.
Marconi transmitter is installed and a considerable amount of
traffic is handled by this far outpost of the Empire.

The man or boy who is going
to make up his own set and lives in
the city where he can take the panel
to a dealer and have the holes bored
.will require a pair of six inch long
·~mose pliers, cutting pliers, small but
long, screwdriver, and a five -inch
screwdi'iver. . That is all the tools
you need, unless you include a soldering iron among the ' tools. If you
are situated so that you cannot have
It. panel bored for you, you will need
a small hand drill and an assortment
drills to put the holes in the panel.
N,ow, if you cannot buy the panel
from a local dealer, your mail order
~9~se; :eertainly sells panels already

p,

getting the money together for the
parts and do not want to spend any
more than is necessary for tools. · In
a pinch, a pair of pliers and an old
·knife that may be used for a screwdriver will d_o.
Your s.et may call for a bezel, but
cutting out such a large hole is not
easy and you can do a good job by
boring several holes in the space allotted to the bezel. With these holes
you can see the tube and note with
what degree of brilliancy it is burning. That is all the bezel is for. The
bezel lets more dust and dirt get into
your set, too.

TESTS made by Senatore Marconi
from , Poldhu to Buenos Aires in
the Argentine Republic have been eminently successful. The first message
transmitted was from Senor Le Breton, Minister of Agriculture of the
Argentine Republic, who is at present
in London, to General Justo, Minister
of War, Buenos Aires. The message
was in Spanish, of which the following is a translation :-' ' Marconi, who
combines great power of r ealisation
with his Latin genius, favours us by
selecting Buenos Aires for his first
experiment of absolutely direct communication. I avail myself of his
generous offer to tender a most cordial
salutation to the steadfast defenders
of our national flag .''
This is the first message which
has been transmitted to the Argen.
tine by the Beam system and, according to telegraphic advice just
received by Senatore Marconi, the
message was received practically
instantaneously in
Buenos Aires
upon a single transmission .
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225 CLARE~CE ST., SYDNEY.
ZLECTRO, SILVER, NICKEL AND BRASS
PLATERS,
All kinds of Lacquering, Gildinr, Bronzinr
a.nd Oxidiaine- Done,
'Phone: City 6088.

(llllltablished 1859. )
PATENT ancl TRADE MARK ATTORNlliYI,

CATHCART HOUSE,
11 - 13 Castlereagh St., SYDNEY.
(And at Melbourne).

Tel. : B 5937.

1~===-===-li

HUGHES '& CO.

WIRELESS

CIVIL and NAVAL TAILORS

AUGUST.

Our civil Suits are perfection. in STYLE
FIT,
DURABILITY
ands
PRICE.
TAILOR-llCADE on the pr~mises under
our own supervision.
OUR NAVAL UNIFORMS and GOLD
LACE work speak for themselves·; ·
CAPS, LACE, BADGES; UNIFORM
BUTTONS always in st'ock~
ONE Quality only - THE BEST.

1

(Late Stokes & Sons)

EDWARD WATERS & SONS

'i ===-=n

ii

STERLING PLATING & MFG. CO
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MOVEMENTS
OF
MARINE

OFFJCERS

MR.

F. N. DAVIDSON · signed off s.s.
Gascoyne at Fremantle, 15th, and signed on s.s. Zealandia at Fremantle, same
date.
Mr. C. C. Ulmann signed off s.s. Zealandia at Fremantle, 15th.

HIGH-CLAS$

70-72 Erskine StrJet, SYDNEY
'l'HONE: City 77,

Mr. A. H. Jeremy relieved Mr. D. N.
Quinn on s.s. Riverina at Sydney, 21st.
Mr. S. L . Filer signed on s .s. Ba'/.diina
at Newcastle, 27th.

FOREMOST
AMERICA'S
RADIOPHONE
REVIEW,

Mr. M. A. Macgoun signed on s.s. Yankalilla at Sydney, 27th.

"The Wireless Age"

Mr. W. J . Peel signed off s.s. Victoria
as 2nd operator at Sydney, 21st, and relieved Mr. F. N. Davidson on s.s. Zealandi a at Sydney, 26th.

BACON &Co. Ltd.

Mr. H . B. Tyler signed off s .s. Changsha
at Sydney, 25th.
contains the very latest Broadcasting and experimental views and
ideas from America.

Mr. L. N. Callagha_n signed off s.s. Taiyitan at Sydney, 27th, and relieved Mr. S.
M. Brown on s.s. Ulimaroa at Sydney, 28th.
Mr. A . S. Smith relieved Mr. W . J. Martin on s.s. Niagara as senior operator at
Sydney, 27th.

PRICE,

2/ -

PER

COPY,

I

24/- PER YEAR.

i

Mr. J. Ouvrier signed off s.s. Poolta at
Sydney, 28th.
'
Mr. A. D . Hoskin signed on s.s. Time at
Melbourne, 22nd.
Messrs. A . E. Shepheard and W. D.
Wedgwood signed off s.s. Changsha as
senior and 2nd operators respectively at
Sydney, 25th.

Sole Australasian Agents:

THE WIRELESS PRESS,
SYDNEY,

Melbourne and Wellington.

PROCESS
ENGRAVERS
and

ILLUSTRATORS

31a PITT STREET

SYDNEY

Messrs. E . T. Prentice and R. G. C.
Roberts signed off s.s. Victoria as 2nd and
3rd operators respectively at Sydney, 21st.
Messrs. J. E. Mulhall and K . W. Downey
signed off s.s. Ta.4:yuan as 2nd and 3rd
operators respectively at Sydney, 5th.

'Phone: B 3368

FOR SALE
Telephone : 1189 City.

FOR SERVICE

Sterling 4000 ohm Phones, 30/-; -l .-. 100 A.
H. Willard, £3; Transformer 240 v. tc, 35020-10-5, £4, suit 10-watt transmitter; Dutch
Valves, 15/- . Saturd'ay afternoon or Sunday .
" TERRI GAL, " :M cLean Avenue, Cha tswood.

GREEN & NORTON
(Formerly the Raplcl Frelrht Despatoll .0.,)

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING &
FORWARDING AGENTS,
Broughton House, King St.,

SYDNEY.

FOR SALE
One Pair T .M.C. (New Systems) HEADPHONES (4000 ohms) .
These ha ve been
hardly uaed, and are in excellent condition .
Cash price, 30/-. ,Apply

The Ass.ociate Editor , "Radioi' '
97 Ola.rence Street, Sydney.

.,

SECOND - HAND
WIRELESS APPARATUS
Ever - ready 60 -Volt H .T. Batteries, Non - tapable Reading,
45 to 50 volts . . . . . . . . • . each 6/ Audio Frequency Transformers,
.R atio 1 to 3, Ironcore type . . 15/ Glass Test Tubes, with lead
strips and glass separators . . 3d.
Also quantity other Second - hand
Wireless Accessories.
AMALGAMATED WIR~LESS
(AUSTRALASIA)', LIMITED,
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. E. W. (Launceston) . Q.: Would

a five-plate condenser be satisfactory in the Pl circuit described in Radio, No. 36?
A.: Yes, providing you have
a fairly large aerial.
Q.: What L.T. and H.T. battery should
be used?
A.: This .depends upon the . particular
valve you use. See article, "Valves for
Every Purpose," published in Radio, No. 33.
J. W. W. (Marrickville). We do not
know of any amateurs broadcasting in the
district you mention. The nearest regular
broadcasting stations would be 2FC and
2BL. Both these stations are being received exceptionally well by amateurs in
this district on single valve sets. For particulars regarding other broadcasting stations see page 276 Radio,
31.

No.

J. M. M. (Punchbowl). We would suggest you communicate with the gentlemen
' to whom you refer. We feel sure both
would be only too glad to give you the
information you require.
'l.'. E . E. (Melbourne) . Q. : Can you
supply me with a circuit for one Stage
Radio and Audio to add to my present
receiver (circuit submitted)?
A.: We would suggest you try the onevalve amplifier described in Radio, No. 37,
also a simple and efficient two-valve receiver described issue No. 38.

E. C. A. (Annandale).
Q.: Is wire
(sample submitted) suitable for winding
both primary and secondary tubes of a
loose coupler?
A. : '!.'he wire you submit would be suitable for secondary windings; Use either
22 or 24 gauge for primary windings.

Inocram (Lidcombe) . . The .. usual gauge
of wire for winding microphones is No.
44 enamel.

W. F. S. (East Richmond, Vic.) . You
.cannot convert an open core spar!, coil to
operate from commercial alternating currents. An article on ''How to Make an
Electrolytic Rectifier" was published in
Rad,io, No. 23 .
E. P. D. (Avondale, Qld.). Q.: Can a
~-h.p. engine and dynamo be procured
for charging a six volt accumulator?
A.: We suggest you purchase an electric lighting outfit, 32 volt, such as Western Electric and Lalley Light plants, etc.

In order to avoid U:nnecessary delay all letters containing questions
to be answered in this section must,
in future, be endorsed "Queries Answered" on the top left corner of the
envelope. Readers, when writing,
are requested to number their ques·
tions, phrase them as briefly as
possible, and write only on one side
of the paper. It should be remembered that it is impossible for us
to estimate the ranges of reception
of experimenters' sets, as the con •
. trolling conditions vary so considerably.

Q.: Using copper plates, sheet iron and
iron pipes for earthing system, should
they be connected in series or parallel?
A.: Connect all objects in parallel.
Q.: What size coils are required for
2FC using three-coll tuner and aerial,
120 feet long?
A. : Primary, 150 turns; Secondary, 200;
and Re-action, 100 turns.
S. E. (Albury). Q .: Can you supply me
with a six-valve circuit comprising two
stages Radio Detector?
A.: Circuit posted. rt requires conslderapJe per13onal exP'.erimenta!lon. to get
such complicated circuits to work, and
they are not suitable for work on all wave-

September 17, 1924.

lengths. We would su.g ges't you try the
simpler circuits before attempting multi valve outfits.
B. E. A. (Narrandera). Q. : Is circuit
(submitted) permisilible?
A. : Yes.
Q.: Would honeycomb coils be more
efficient than variometers?
A. Use honeycomb coils for long waves.
Variometers are only used for short wave
work.
Q . : The circuit specifies a #) 005 variable
condenser in the aerial cirl!u!t; is this
correct or should it be a .001?
A. : .0005 variable Is O.K.
H. H. (East Brun13wick) . Please f::Jr ward further particulars regarding the
station you have been hearing, times of
transmission, wave-length, etc., when we
will endeavour to obtain the information
you require. 2HM is operated by Mr. H.
A. Marshall, All!ngham Street, Armidale.

A . W. S. (Townsville). Q. : What aerial
would be the best for receiving Sydney
broadcasting stations?
A.: Erect an aerial as long and as high
as possible .
Q.: Would a house lighting plant cause
interference if aerial were erected near or
overhead?
A. : Not if the commutator and bru:c,hes
are making satisfactory contact.
Q.: Would a three-valve set comprising
one Stage Radio, one Detector and one
Audio with loose coupier, work a loud
speaker?
A. : Yes, your combination is a good one.
Q.: How far could signals from a spark
transmitter using small coil similar to
Ford ignition coil be heard on a crystal receiver?
A. : About five miles.
Q.: What would be the range of a fourvalve receiver?
A. : Owing to the many factors involved
it is impossible for us to answer queries
regarding range.
This depends mainly
upon the skill of the ?perator.

Auckland Radio Exhibition
FOR several days about the middle
of last month .the Science Building of the · Auckland University College was given over to a Radio Exhibition and Convention held under
the auspices of the Auckland Radio

Association.
Interesting
lectures
were frequently given throughout the
four days and several competitions
were decided as follow :-Class 1
(best crystal set, cost not to exceed
15/-, exclusive of 'phones) : R. W .

Hull, 1; T. W. Saunder, 2. Class 2
(best crystal set, no limitation) : A.
G. Gover, 1; A. F . Mlilar, 2. Class
3 (best single valve set), not yet
judged. Class 4 (best multi-valve
set) : W. D. Wilson, 1; G. W . Snow, 2.

·· f\ A D I O ''
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all that is broadcast with a fidelity beyond question, with a clearness beyond compare, and with a
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Worth listening to !

THE STERI:ING
BABY .
..

Loud Spe~ker
Flawl~ss in rerro iu::tic,:i,
natural in tor.e, distOr.:
tionless, and wonderfully
loud for its size. ft is sup~
plied in two resistances:
120 or 2,000 ohms and
in the follow :ng finishes
-Black Erarn"l. Brown
Floral Desi~ n, Bl: c!c and
Gold Floral Design and
Black Matt decorated

comfort beyond belief- if you use Sterling Headphones. Men and women alike approve them
everywhe.re. Get the utmost out of radio music and speech.-Listen with Sterling Headphones.
Reception · ~n Sterling Headphon~~ is si', wonderfully different to the ordinary run of radio
results. The secret is a simple one. For the delightful mellow clearness and the amazing comfort
of Sterling Isightweight Headphones are due, firstly, to better design and secondly, to a real pride
in careful cotistfliction, Reasons often given we•know, but· nevertheless true and indisputable.
Sterling headphones have polished duralum1n headbands and are
supplied in three resistances 120, 2,000 and 4,000 ohms the pair.

·Ask yo~r .dealer for

Oriental Sty'.e. Height
overall 19" ; diameter
of flare 1 O¼u ; diameter of base S¼".

Write for STERLING
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
No. 364B.
SENT POST FREE.

STERLING Lightweight
Radi_o Head Telephones
Ill l I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I II I I I I l II l II II I I I I I I I II I Ill I I IIII 111111111111
DELIVERY

FROM

AtUSTRALIAN

ST O CK S.

Distributors for Australasia:

N.S.W. and Queensland: LAWRENCE & HANSON, ELECTRICAL CO., LTD. , 33 Yori, St., Sydney.
Victoria: WARBURTON , FRANK! & CO. , LTD., and LAWRENCE & HANSON, ELECTRICAL CO.,
. '
LTD., 398 Post Office Place, ·Melbourne, .
.
•
..
'
South Australia.: NEWTON . MACLARAN & CO., LTD., Adelaide.
Western Australia: CHAS . ATKINS & CO., LTD. , Perth.
New Zealand: TURNBULL, JONES & CO., LTD ., Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin.

THE STERLING '(EI;,EEJ:IONE & ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., Manufacturers of Telephones and- Radio Apparatt.t.s, etc.
2rn·2r2, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.r, ENGLAND.
Works: _QAGENHAM, ESSEX.
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